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Player FAQ

What are the player stations?

Engineering, Operations, Tactical, Sciences, Flight and Captain

Do I start with any Cards?

Yes, all players receive one Equipment Requisition pack upon arrival at the Quartermaster. (See the
Cards FAQ for more information on Cards)

Can I play with just my friends?

Absolutely! Feel free to coordinate with your group to find a time slot that works best.

How can I find more crew members to play with?

Join our Discord to find our ‘Looking For Crew’ channel for others also looking to fill crew slots.

How do I rank up/get promoted?

You can rank up your Character by turning in the requisite number of points and other requirements
to the Fleet Personnel Officer. If promotion requirements are met, the Character will be promoted by
the Station Commander.

Wait, Characters? What’s that?

Player and Character aren’t synonymous! One player can have multiple Characters.

How many Characters can I have?

As many as you’d like to have! Feel free to have different characters for your different themed crews.
Daichi Mercenary? ✅ Grizzly Old Engineer? ✅ Butter faced Cadet? ✅✅

What are the player ranks?

Title Rank #
Cadet 1
Ensign 2
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Title Rank #
Vice-Lieutenant 3
Lieutenant 4
Lieutenant Commander 5
Commander 6
Captain 7
Fleet Captain 8
Commodore 9
Rear Admiral 10
Vice Admiral 11
Admiral 12
Fleet Admiral 13
Grand Admiral 14

What do I need to Rankup?

(Need to add link to separate page on this as the math gets a bit complicated)

When are the promotion ceremonies?

Scheduled due the needs of the service, though they are normally once per day per in-person
convention. (Exact timing TBD)

How do I get my campaign ribbons?

The Fleet Personnel Office will happily provide the correct campaign ribbon upon delivery of the
requisite campaign cards.

How do I create my Characters?

Operations are hard at work creating the backbone for the Character Roster System, please stand by
for further updates.

Where can I find those nifty Alliance uniforms for my crew?

Link to Uniform FAQ
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